Abstract. The method for state recognition of egg embryo in biological vaccines production based on computer image processing and support vector machine was researched. Firstly, the median filtering method was applied to eliminate noises in the images of egg embryo that were classified by the requirements of practical production, then the threshold segmentation method was used to segment the images, then the blood vessels and black blocks in the egg embryo images were selected as major characteristics to extract. The decision tree classification model with structure of binary tree was built on support vector machine, and the model was trained with the toolkit LIBSVM, the penalty factor C=2, RBF kernel parameter γ=3.0512e-05 and the precision of cross validation accuracy is 98.913%. Finally, 100 egg embryos were randomly selected as the test samples to do pattern recognition, and compared with manual test result.
Introduction
The method for eggs embryonic breeding viruses formed by short incubation of special fertilized eggs is a mature, safe and effective to cultivate influenza vaccine. Before the original strain of the diluted strain is injected into the chicken embryo allantoic cavity, and the state of the egg embryo body must be strictly checked and filtered to remove weak embryo and dead embryo unsuitable for vaccine culture. Otherwise, in the process of virus after the end of the vaccine culture, once mixed with the necrotic embryo egg, then the same batch of the virus would be polluted and abandoned, but also may cause major medical security problems [1] .
The researchers have carried out research on the quality of egg testing [2] [3] [4] [5] , to a certain extent, to promote the development of egg quality testing technology. But most of the work still needs to be done manually at the time of modernized incubation of egg processing plants and bioengineering companies. To identify egg embryo body based on computer image processing technology, not only can improve the level and efficiency of egg embryo body detection technology, reduce the cost of vaccine preparation, but also can effectively solve the problem of poor efficacy, low efficiency, high labor intensity, and subjective and objective factors in the process of artificial detection of egg embryo body.
Image Processing of Egg Embryo Body
According to the actual production requirements of a biological engineering Limited company, researchers selected the incubation of 6 days or so of the egg embryo body, used LED light source and color area array CCD industrial camera, and collected the egg embryo body image of different status. According to the actual production classification standard, the embryo was divided into four types: living embryo, weak embryo, polluted embryo and dead embryo. According to the actual production classification standard, the egg embryo body was divided into four types: live embryo, weak embryo, polluted embryo and dead embryo (as shown in Figure 1 ). The weak embryo, dead embryo and polluted embryo were the embryo bodies that needed to be screened. The blood vessels were many and thick in live embryo image, and blood vessels were few and thin in live embryo image. There were obvious irregular black blocks in the interior of the pollution embryo, and there were no obvious features such as blood vessels and black patches in the dead embryo. Method for median filter was used to reduce noise in the image. Color image vector median filtering was to take the average value ( , ) X i j of all vectors ( , )
 in a given window, then calculated the distance from the vector ( , ) X i j to average vector ( , ) X i j in the window, and took the vector with the smallest distance as the output value of the center pixel of the window. Assuming that the size of a color image set ( , ) X i j was M N × . The algorithm for using a window for median filtering is as follows (1) To calculate the average vector ( ( , )
 in the window by solving the average value R, G and B. This study carried out image enhancement processing for color brightness on the basis of the HSI model of the egg image after median filtering, saturation and hue. Color brightness I, hue H, and saturation S are the 3 basic attributes of color, which information can be obtained by R, G, B three color information obtained using formula. 
. R, G and B represent the stimulus values of red, green, and blue primaries.
Extraction Image of Characteristics
It can be seen from the image of the egg embryo that the blood vessel and the black block was the distinguishing features of living embryo, weak embryo, polluted embryo and dead embryo. This article studied the two characteristics of the blood vessel and the black block in the image of egg embryo body.
The Feature Extraction of Blood Vessel Characteristics
In order to extract the characteristics of blood vessel in the egg embryo image, the median filtering and image enhancement was performed firstly. Then, threshold of R, G and B component were read and analyzed respectively in the area of vascular image region and non vascular image region. The statistical results of R, G and B components corresponding to some pixels in the vascular region and the non-vascular region were shown in Table 1 . From Table 1 Table 1 , the actual threshold value of R component in blood vessel image was 194~205, the actual threshold value of G component was 20~40, and the actual threshold of B component was 30~50. In this way, to color the image of the egg embryo body was segmented by the threshold segmentation range of the image, and the image data was saved. Most of the contours of the blood vessel could be obtained, and the characteristic of blood vessel was extracted from the egg embryo image (shown in Figure 3 
Pattern Recognition Method of SVM Support Vector Machines
The basic idea of SVM method can be described in terms of circumstances. In the two types of optimal classification super-plane diagram shown in Figure 4 , the solid point and the hollow point represented two kinds of training samples respectively, and H was the two kinds of classification lines which are not mistakenly separated. H1 and H2 were straight lines, which passed through the closest point from H and parallel to H in the two samples. It was the optimal classification line to separate the two types of samples without error, and make classification interval the greatest. The optimal classification function was as follows, which was obtained by applying the quadratic programming method.
In (4), αi* is Lagrange multiplier; b* is threshold. For the linear inseparable situation, the non-negative relaxation terms i ξ and error penalty constant C needed to be introduced, the optimal classification function was the same as formula (4) . For the nonlinear problem, it is the support vector machine that the nonlinear problem could be transformed into the linear problem in the high dimensional space by the kernel function, and then the optimal classification surface was obtained in the transformation space. The corresponding classification function became:
The form of kernel function is the main factor affecting the performance of SVM classifier. Commonly used kernel functions are:
1) Linear kernel function ( , ) (
Training of Egg Embryo Body Classifier Based on SVM
The LIBSVM toolkit was used as an experimental platform to train an egg embryo body classifier. Sixty eggs incubated for 6 days and tested by artificial detection, and the egg embryos were selected as the training samples, which included weak embryos, polluted embryos and dead embryos 15 each. The characteristic data of 60 egg embryo images were obtained by image acquisition, image preprocessing, image segmentation and feature extraction, and were converted into sample data of LIBSVM format. LIBSVM constructed an egg embryo body classifier model by studying the egg embryo sample data. The RBF function of the radial basis kernel is selected for the kernel function in the training process. The cross factor method is used to obtain the penalty factor C = 2, the kernel parameter γ = 3.0512e-05, and the accuracy of the cross validation is 98.913%. The total number of support vectors obtained by training of egg embryo samples was 16, and the number of support vectors for each type of live embryo, weak embryo, contaminated embryo and dead embryo was 6,4,3,3.
Conclusion
We studied the recognition technology of egg embryo body status in vaccine preparation by image processing technology and support vector machine pattern recognition method. After the median image filtering and image enhancement of the egg embryo images collected by the CCD industrial camera, we used the threshold segmentation method to segment the blood vessel and the black block in the egg embryo image, and extracted the characteristics of the blood vessel and the black block. We constructed the decision tree classifier model based on the binary tree structure, and trained it with cross validation and quick selection of the LIBSVM toolkit. The penalty factor C was 2, RBF kernel parameter γ was 3.0512e-05, and the cross validation accuracy was98.913%. Finally, 100 eggs randomly selected as experimental samples carried out pattern recognition. Compared with the results of artificial test, the accuracy of SVM classifier was 100% for the weak embryo, polluted embryo and dead embryo, and 94.62% for the live embryo.
